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Managing and securing artworks and documents is an important process. Eventhough
there are a lots of ﬁle cases and container products in the market, but most of it does
not suit the activity of storing and handling documents for designer. CHOZONE is a stylish
documents and tools case for designer. It provides better handling and mobility as well for securing and preventing the documents and tools from
damage causes from impact and humidity. The base material for the design is ABS vacuum formed structure and durable. The product is also
lightweight so it provide better handling and mobility to the user. We believe CHOZONE is a better alternative option for designer who take care
their artworks seriously.
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1. To identify a suitable concept of smart and
compact folder case for both design and general use.
2. To design a smart storing folder in handling
documents and tools for designer and general use.
3. To provide better mobility, protection and user
friendly product for the selected market.

NOVELTY AND INVENTIVENESS

USEFULNESS AND APPLICATION

Smart storing capability is one of the most important
feature as current product do not provide this feature.

1. Smart storage, user friendly and better protection
for the document and tools.
2. Sleek and compact design provide alternative
options for the user.

COMMERCIALIZATION POTENTIAL
The product is ready to be manufactured and capable
to be commercialized as it give consumer another
alternative that is much better than current product.
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1. Adjustable Frame Holder: the holder can be
adjusted from A4 to A2 sized document.
2. compact and secure compartment for electronic
devices such as digital tablet and smart phone.
3. back compartment can hold up to A2 sized
document.
4. There are 5 specialized compartments in the
design.

